
 

Direct 2D-to-3D transformation of pen
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Pen-based 4D printing enables simple transformation of 2D pen drawings into
3D structures. (A) Conceptual illustration of pen-based 4D printing. Pen-based
4D printing enables simple and intuitive 3D fabrication via 2D-to-3D
transformation of 2D pen drawings. (B) Pen-based 4D printing process. A pen is
used to generate a hydrophobic thin film after the ink dries. This 2D pen
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drawing transforms into a 3D structure via STAT when immersed in a monomer
solution. The transformed 3D shape is fixed via SCIRP during a 3-min
incubation period in the monomer solution. (C) STAT and SCIRP mechanisms.
The type of ink applied determines whether a specific part of the structure floats
or is anchored. A polymer coating layer is generated around the 3D structure of
the dried ink film to strengthen its architecture. (D) Sequential view of the 2D-
to-3D transformation depending on water level. The 3D structure can be further
fixed by SCIRP using a monomer solution including KPS ions (right). Scale bars:
5 mm. Photo credit: Seo Woo Song, Sumin Lee, and Junwon Kang; Seoul
National University. Credit: Science Advances, doi: 10.1126/sciadv.abf3804

Pen drawings can allow simple, inexpensive and intuitive two-
dimensional (2D) fabrication. Materials scientists aim to integrate such
pen drawings to develop 3D objects. In a new report now published on 
Science Advances, See Woo Song et al. developed a new 3D fabrication
method to directly transform pen-drawn 2D precursors into 3D
geometries. The team facilitated the 2D-to-3D transformation of pen
drawings using surface tension driven capillary peeling and floating of
the dried ink film after dipping the drawing into an aqueous monomer
solution. By selectively controlling and anchoring the parts of a 2D
precursor, Song et al. transformed a 2D drawing into the designed 3D
structure. They then fixed the transformed 3D geometry using structural
reinforcement using surface-initiated polymerization. The scientists
transformed simple pen-drawn 2D structures into complex 3D
architectures to accomplish freestyle rapid prototyping with pen
drawings including the mass production of 3D objects through roll-to-
roll processing.

The 2D-to-3D method

Two-dimensional planar structures can be transformed into 3D forms
using a strategy of 2D-to-3D based technology. The method of 2D
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fabrication is simple and suited for mass production, although its output
is limited to planar structures. In comparison, 3D structures can form
tangible real-world objects for a variety of structures albeit in a slow and
complex process. The 2D to 3D transformation processes can therefore
increase throughput and simplicity during 3D fabrication from 2D initial
precursors. In this work, Song et al. developed pen-based 4D printing to
form floating 3D architectures directly from 2D pen drawings in a
monomer solution. The team based the method on a shape-morphing
mechanism relying on surface tension-driven selective peeling and
floating of dried ink in a process known as 'surface tension-assisted
transformation' (STAT). the process is simple and intuitive, without high
technical procedures to predict the resulting transformation. The pen-
based 4D printing process only required drawing pens and a monomer
solution for accessible 3D structure formation. Computer-aided design
(CAD) and automatic printing systems can be introduced for more
precise fabrication and mass production.
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2D pen drawings can be transformed into complex 3D structures depending on
water level height. (A) Compositions of the floating and anchoring inks. The
presence or absence of surfactant determines the floating properties of the PVB
film. (B) Fracture strain of the PVB film depending on the proportions of PVB
and plasticizer in the ink (see also figs. S4 and S5). Error bars represent SD. (C)
Pen drawing combined with an automatic printing system for precise drawing
and mass production. (D) Sequential transformations at different water level
heights as compared with simulated transformation results. (E and F) Scalability
of pen-based 4D printing. (E) Millimeter scale (see also fig. S13). (F) Meter
scale (see also fig. S14). Scale bars: 5 cm (C) and 2 cm (D). Photo credit: Seo
Woo Song and Sumin Lee, Seoul National University; Jun Kyu Choe, Ulsan
National Institute of Science and Technology. Credit: Science Advances, doi:
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10.1126/sciadv.abf3804

 Surface tension-assisted transformation (STAT)

When a 2D drawing entered the monomer solution, the polyvinyl
butyrate (PVB) film could be peeled depending on the thermodynamic
work of adhesion. For example, commercial dry-erase markers include
surfactants that lower the adhesion of the ink to create a drawing that
can be easily peeled off of a substrate. When the team removed
surfactants from the ink, they could easily peel off the material. Based
on the principle, Song et al. developed a floating ink with surfactant and
an anchoring ink without surfactant to draw the floating and anchoring
aspects of an art. When they submerged such an art into the solution, the
parts drawn in floating ink with a low adhesion could be peeled away
from the intended 3D structure. The scientists used a computer-aided
pen-drawing system for better precision and mass production with high
reproducibility.

Structural reinforcement by surface catalytically
initiated radical polymerization (SCIRP).
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/polyvinyl-butyrate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/polyvinyl-butyrate
https://patents.google.com/patent/KR101227060B1/en
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Floating and anchoring ink. This video shows the floating characteristics of
floating ink and anchoring ink. Difference of floating ink (red) and anchoring
ink (black) are shown on the left and floating characteristics of red, black and
green pigment mixed at floating ink are on the right. Each video has same speed
up ratio and scale bar. Credit: Science Advances, doi: 10.1126/sciadv.abf3804

Song et al. easily transformed the 2D polyvinyl butyrate film into
designed, complex 3D structures using STAT (surface tension-assisted
transformation). They could only maintain the structure underwater due
to the interfacial tension between the floating component and the surface
of the water. As a result, the team developed a structural reinforcement
method using SCIRP to allow the 3D object to retain its structure outside
water. The scientists developed this method on the basis of preceding
work on hydrogel coatings with iron microparticles. The team used the
SCIRP process to float ink containing iron microparticles and a
monomer solution containing potassium persulfate (KPS) instead of
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standard floating ink and water. The iron particles accelerated the
decomposition of persulfate ions to create free radicals at the surface of
the PVB (polyvinyl butyrate) film. The researchers determined the
optimal conditions for SCIRP to be 40 percent of the iron microparticles
in the floating ink with 3-min incubation. They controlled the final 3D
structures based on the design of the initial 2D drawing and the depth of
the monomer solution. Using polymers, the team captured the images
using blue-ultraviolet light to visualize the transformation.

Pen-based 4D printing

The pen-based approach allowed a high degree of freedom when
selecting a printing substrate, the scientists showed how the pen-based
4D printing can be applied to create 3D structures on a variety of
substrates including glass, plastic, poly (dimethyl siloxane) PDMS, and
even on natural surfaces such as stone and leaf. The work allowed 3D
fabrication in locations that are difficult to print using conventional 3D
printing processes, the team used the method to create an "impossible
bottle" and to "3D print everywhere." The team then used roll-to-roll
(R2R) processing with 4D printing to show the mass production of 3D
objects on a large area of thin and flexible polyvinyl chloride film. The
team expect these methods to be applicable to develop new possibilities
during rapid and mass 3D fabrication.
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Pen-based 4D printing enables “3D printing anywhere” and R2R 3D fabrication.
(A) Pen-based 4D printing on various substrates. A pen-based approach allows
the fabrication of 3D structures even on curved surfaces. (B) Demonstration of
an “impossible bottle” construction. Drawing on the flexible PDMS film enables
on-site reconfiguration of a 3D architecture inside a narrow space that would be
inaccessible to conventional 3D printers. (C) R2R pen-based 4D printing for
rapid prototyping and mass production. Quantitative analysis of the products
made by R2R fabrication is presented in fig. S24. Scale bars: 2 cm. Photo credit:
Seo Woo Song and Sumin Lee, Seoul National University. Credit: Science
Advances, doi: 10.1126/sciadv.abf3804
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In this way, See Woo Song and colleagues showed how pen-based 4D
printing provided an easy and intuitive method to construct 3D structures
from lower dimensional printed structures. These methods can lower the
manufacturing time and cost. Using this technique, scientists will be able
to further develop simple and efficient methods for 3D fabrication via
2D technologies with expansion to 4D printing.

  More information: Song S. W. et al. Direct 2D-to-3D transformation
of pen drawings, Science Advances, 10.1126/sciadv.abf3804 
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